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I. Introduction

The Morgan State University (hereinafter MSU or University) follows the Board of Regents Policy on Patents as approved and dated March 20, 1996. In order to encourage the disclosure of inventions and discoveries and to assist inventors, MSU has established the Office of Technology Transfer (OTT) within the Division of Research and Economic Development. OTT acts as a liaison between MSU researchers, the MSU Office of the General Counsel, patent attorneys, agents and corporations. OTT safeguards the interests of the University and its personnel in matters relating to intellectual property, and enforces the Board of Regents Policy.

II. Procedures

A. The Submission of the Intellectual Property Disclosure Form

When a new invention is identified, the first action taken is for the inventor, sometimes with the assistance of OTT, to prepare and submit to OTT an invention disclosure on a form entitled "Intellectual Property Disclosure Form." A sample form may be found in Attachment A.

B. Recording

When a completed disclosure form is received by OTT, it is date stamped and assigned an invention disclosure number, placed in a case file folder, and entered into the internal office computer system to establish the initial record of receiving to begin the application monitoring process. The system monitors the status of each disclosure and records marketing and licensing information. OTT produces invoices to send to licensees, and records the collection and distribution of licensing income collected.

C. The Disclosure Assessment Process

The OTT will assess the disclosure's technical and market potential, market need and level of market activity in relevant subject areas. The assessment of various types of technology is undertaken by OTT, including intellectual property (inventions, patentable and un-patentable), tangible research materials (e.g., monoclonal antibodies) and software (if patentable, or commercially licensable). A sample worksheet may be found in Attachment B. In addition, sample OTT procedures flowcharts may be found in Attachment C. OTT performs the following assessment tasks:

1. A search for similar inventions or existing patents is performed.
2. A literature search to establish potential need and uniqueness is conducted.
3. As needed for marketing purposes, an Executive Summary describing the disclosure's features and potential applications is prepared for review by the inventor, and utilized to market the invention to potential licensees.
4. In many cases, and to protect the patent rights of MSU, a provisional patent application will be prepared and filed with the US Patent and Trademark Office by the OTT, prior to marketing the invention.

5. In some cases, an approved outside patent firm, specializing in the particular technology area, is asked to do a patent search and opinion on patentability.

6. When a non-provisional patent is appropriate, OTT coordinates the preparation of the patent application and may seek the assistance of the Office of General Counsel or an approved outside patent firm to file the patent application.

D. Marketing

OTT staff will be active in targeting inventions and discoveries to companies interested in licensing new technology. The OTT performs the following marketing tasks:

1. Develop a list of companies with potential interest in licensing the invention.

2. Potentially interested companies are contacted to assess interest in licensing the invention.

3. When appropriate, companies that express interest will receive a confidentiality agreement prepared by OTT staff, and are contacted directly by OTT.

4. If needed, OTT, with inventor assistance, prepares a technical package for interested companies.

E. Licensing

As a result of successful technology marketing campaigns, OTT engages in licensing negotiations with one or more companies interested in further development, manufacturing and sale of products.

F. Costs

Costs associated with patenting, marketing, and licensing are paid by OTT. OTT may be reimbursed for these expenses according to Patent Policy.

G. Revenue Sharing

OTT assures that all revenue received from licensing activities is properly distributed to the inventors and their departments through the standard University practices, and according to the MSU Board of Regents Patent Policy.

Revenue includes: up-front payments; technology purchases; option fees; minimum annual licensing fees; technology transfer fees; technology development payments; and royalties.
Intellectual Property Disclosure Form

1. Type of Intellectual Property (Please check) Patent □ Copyright □ Software □ Trademark

2. Title of Invention: _________________________________________________________________

3. Area(s) of Interest (i.e., Biological, Chemical, Engineering, etc.) _________________________________________________________________

4. Inventor #1 (Primary Inventor):

Name: __________________________________ Title: ______________________________________
Department: _____________________________
University Address: _____________________________
Email: __________________ University Phone: __________ Fax: __________
Home Address: _____________________________
Home Phone: _____________________________
Citizenship: _____________________________ Percentage of Contribution: __________________

Inventor Signature: _____________________________ Date: ____________________

Inventor #2:

Name: __________________________________ Title: ______________________________________
Department: _____________________________
University Address: _____________________________
Email: __________________ University Phone: __________ Fax: __________
Home Address: _____________________________
Home Phone: _____________________________
Citizenship: _____________________________ Percentage of Contribution: __________________

Inventor Signature: _____________________________ Date: ____________________

Inventor #3:

Name: __________________________________ Title: ______________________________________
Department: _____________________________
University Address: _____________________________
Email: __________________ University Phone: __________ Fax: __________
Attachment A

Home Address: ____________________________________________________________

Home Phone: __________________________ Citizenship: _____________________

Percentage of Contribution: __________________ Percentage of Contribution: __________

Inventor Signature: ______________________________________________________

Date: ____________________________ Date: __________________________

☐ Please check if there are additional inventors; attach additional sheets as needed.

5. Detailed Description of Invention (Please attach a complete detailed description of the technology. Please attach any available or relevant data including, but not limited to, drawings, sketches, diagrams, abstracts, pictures, figures, etc.).

Software
If the invention is software, please include all novel algorithms implemented in the software. Please attach a copy of the source code (hard copy and electronically).

6. Date Invention Conceived: _____________________________________________
   Is this date documented (i.e., in your lab records). Yes ___ No ___
   Has the invention been reduced to practice? Yes ___ No ___
   If yes, describe the demonstration(s) conducted that prove it works.

7. Sponsorship: under Federal Law, Morgan State University is obligated to report any innovation resulting from federally funded research.
   Was the research that led to the invention sponsored?
   Funding Source: ___ Federal government contract or grant ___ State non-federal contract or grant
   ___ University appropriated funds ___ Corporate ___ MIPS contract ___ Other

   Grant Title __________________________
   Grant Agency _______________________
   Funding Amount ____________________
   Principal Investigator __________________________
   Award Date _______________________

   Did you collaborate with a third party, institute, or organization?
   If yes, please provide the name, affiliation, and involvement of the party.

8. Publication
   (a) Submitted to a Journal: ___Yes ___No Date: ________
   Journal Name: __________________________
   (b) Published: ___Yes ___No Date: ________
   Journal Name: __________________________
   (c) Oral Disclosure: ___Yes ___No Date: ________
   Location: ________ Handouts? ___Yes ___No
   (d) Poster Presentation: ___Yes ___No Date: ________
   Published Abstract: ___Yes ___No
   (e) Thesis or Dissertation: ___Yes ___No Date: ________
   (f) Other Disclosure: ___Yes ___No Date: ________
   Describe: __________________________

*If the technology is scheduled for disclosure (conference/publication, including electronic disclosure), provide the anticipated date. __________________________

9. Technology Significance (choose one)
   ___ Modification to existing technology ___ Substantial advancement in the art ___ Major breakthrough

10. Technology Stage (choose one)
    ___Concept ___Design ___Prototype ___Modification ___Production Model
    ___Used in current work ___Ready to license final product
11. **Future Research:** What additional research is needed to complete development and testing of the invention?

---

(a) Is this research presently being undertaken? _Yes _No If yes, identify sponsor: ______________________

(b) Actively pursued by faculty/staff? _Yes _No If yes, identify faculty/staff: ______________________

(c) Actively pursued by corporate partner? _Yes _No If yes, identify corporate partner: ______________________

(d) Should corporate sponsorship be pursued, other than the corporate partner? _Yes _No

(e) Do you wish to form a “start-up” company based on this technology? _Yes _No

12. **Commercial Potential**

(a) List all products, processes and/or services you envision resulting from this invention and whether they can be developed in the near term (less than two years) or long term. _____________________________________________

(b) Software inventions: If this is a modification or improvement to an existing work or incorporates elements that are not original to the creator(s), please identify that work and its creator(s). _____________________________________________

13. **Competition and Potential Users and Manufacturers**

(a) Describe alternate technology or products, processes and/or services currently on the market of which you are aware that accomplish the purpose of this invention.

(b) Please identify any related technologies or devices which are used for other purposes.

(c) List any companies you believe may be interested in this technology. Provide contact(s), address(es) and phone number(s) for each, if available. Please explain why this technology would be an asset to the company.

---

*Completed Intellectual Property Disclosure Forms may be sent by email or campus mail to the Office of Technology Commercialization:*

*Campus Mail: Morgan State University, OTTC, 1700 E. Cold Spring Ln, Montebello D302, Baltimore MD 21251*

*Email: alethea.pounds@morgan.edu*
CERTIFICATION

By signing this document the inventor(s) certify that the information provided herein has been completed truthfully and to the best of his/her ability. The inventor understands that this information:

(a) Serves as a vehicle for communication within Morgan State University to describe the invention to the Office of Technology Transfer and Commercial Development.
(b) Provides for further evaluation by the Technology Transfer specialist and outside counsel as needed to determine the overall patentability of said invention.

Further, the inventor(s) certifies that the requested documents are in a safe and secure place and easily accessible if requested by any delegate(s) given power to request such documents on behalf of Morgan State University.

______________________________________________
Inventor(s) Signature  Date  Print Name

______________________________________________
Inventor(s) Signature  Date  Print Name

______________________________________________
Inventor(s) Signature  Date  Print Name

______________________________________________
Inventor(s) Signature  Date  Print Name

Department Authorization - REQUIRED

______________________________________________
Department Chair Signature  Date  Print Name

______________________________________________
School/College’s Dean Signature  Date  Print Name

Recommendation: Approved _____  Not Approved _____  Additional Info Req'd. _____

Final Approval: ________________________________  __________________
Technology Management Specialist  Date
MSU Provisional Patent Application Filing Worksheet

Intellectual Property Disclosure Number: ___________ Inventor(s): ____________________________

MSU Invention Disclosure Title: __________________________________________________________

Based on a preliminary assessment of the information provided by the inventor(s) in the Intellectual Property Disclosure (IPD) Form, the following Checklist applies for the filing of a provisional patent application:

☐ Invention reviewed for ownership under MSU Patent Policy and subject to MSU ownership rights
☐ Intellectual Property Disclosure Form reviewed for enabling description of the subject invention as necessary to meet USPTO provisional patent application criteria
☐ Invention meets US Patent requirement: a process, machine, article of manufacture, or composition of matter (includes software with functional applications)
☐ Invention appears novel: not known or used by others
☐ Invention appears useful: serves a useful purpose
☐ Invention appears not obvious: there’s sufficient difference from what's been described/used before
☐ Patent Rights have not been compromised in the United States (an enabling description has not been publically disclosed more than 12 months ago)
☐ Invention has one or more identified commercial applications

Provisional Patent Application Filing Information and Related Dates

Date of first public disclosure of the invention: Indicate N/A _____ or Date ___________
Pending date of public disclosure of the invention: Indicate N/A _____ or Date ___________
Are international patent rights available under a provisional application?  Yes ____ No _____
Provisional filing deadline date for US Patent rights: Indicate N/A _____ or Date ___________
Date for submitting copy of Invention Disclosure to sponsor: Indicate N/A _____ or Date ___________

☐ Approved for Provisional Patent Application Filing
☐ Not Approved for Provisional Patent Application Filing and Reasons:
  ☐ Patent Rights are not available to MSU - per unchecked item(s) above
  ☐ Additional information is needed from inventor(s) prior to completing preliminary assessment
  ☐ Pursue commercialization of the invention without pursuing patent rights
  ☐ Return invention rights:
    ☐ to inventor
    ☐ to other entity, as provided under contract or funding agreement ______________________

Comments: ____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

Reviewer Name: _________________________________________ Completion Date: _____________

Within 10 workdays of Completion Date, D-RED/OTT will send an electronic copy to the inventor(s) and MSU Intellectual Property Committee Members; and place in the IPD Case File with associated IPD documentation.
Flow Chart A

Patents and Technology Transfer Procedures (II.A, B, C)

Filing Provisional Patent Applications (PPA)

- Intellectual Property Disclosure (IPD) Form Received by D-RED/OTT
  - Review IPD for Completeness and Sponsor Reporting Obligations
    - As Needed, Secure Additional Information from Inventor
  - IPD Assigned a Case #; Set up a Case File Folder; Active Status
    - OTT Team Begins Review of all Intellectual Property Disclosures
      - Contact Inventor; Secure Inventor Input, as Needed
  - Preliminary Keyword Search of USPTO Database (Patents & Patent Applications - Claims)
  - For IPDs Designated for Patent, Complete a Provisional Patent Application Worksheet
  - Send Copy of Worksheet to Inventor & IP Committee; Place in Case File Folder
  - Proceed with PPA; Assess Patentability Bar Dates; Determine the Best Date to File PPA
  - Based upon the IPD, Prepare and File a Provisional Patent Application in the USPTO
    - As Needed, Secure Additional Information from Inventor

- Will Not Pursue Patent Rights or Commercial Licensing
  - Return Rights to Inventor (or Others); Designate Case File as Closed


Flow Chart D: Costs & Revenue

Flow Chart C: Marketing and Licensing

**Flow Chart B**

**Patents and Technology Transfer Procedures (II.C)**

**Filing Regular Patent Applications (RPA)**

Continued From Flow Chart A:

- Perform Search of USPTO, Public Databases and Internet Websites
- As Needed, Inventor Provides Additional Input (e.g., improvements)
- Will Not Pursue Patent Rights or Commercial Licensing
- Return Rights to Inventor (or Others); Designate Case File as Closed
- General Counsel List of Approved Patent Firms
- Complete RPA Worksheet; Send to Inventor, IP Committee and Place in Case File Folder
- Evaluate Assessment Information; Determine IP Licensing Path
- Pursue Regular Patent Application
- Select Firm Based on Expertise in Specific Technology Sector: Provide Copies of Invention Materials
- Patent Firm Performs Prior Art Search; Optional PS&O; Drafts Patent Application
- Inventor Provides Input,Executes Documents
- Review Drafts and Final Patent Application; Approve Filing
- Monitor Prosecution Stage of the Patent Application
- Allowed Claims; Patent Issuance; Maintenance
- Abandon PPA
- File Second PPA
- Pursue Commercial Licensing without Patent Rights
- As needed, Request & Secure Third Party Assessment
- To Flow Chart C

Pursue Commercial Licensing of Patent Rights

To Flow Chart C
Continued From Flow Charts A and B

Initiate Marketing of Technologies to Potential Licensees

Identify Technologies with Startup Company Potential

As Needed, Execute Non-Disclosure Agreements with Businesses/Entrepreneurs

Contact Businesses and Entrepreneurs with Potential Interest in Licensing

Evaluate Option of Licensing to a Start-up Company

Evaluate Business Interest and Licensing Opportunities

Request & Receive Commercialization Plans from Potential Licensees

Evaluate Option of Licensing to a Start-up Company

Perform Due Diligence on Parties with Licensing Interest

Potential Licensee is Acceptable

Calculate Valuation, Develop Structured Agreement Terms; Draft Term Sheet

Send Term Sheet to Potential Licensee; Begin Negotiations

Insert Agreed Terms in Approved Licensing Agreement

Execute License Agreement; Monitor Licensee for Compliance

To Flow Chart D

Inventor Provides Information (e.g., Presentations, Technical Packages)

Licensee is Unacceptable: Terminate Discussions

All Marketing & Licensing Efforts Are Not Successful; Return Rights to Inventor (or Others); Designate Case File Closed

General Counsel Approved Standard Licensing Agreements; Approved Changes


Flow Chart C: Marketing and Licensing

Flow Chart D: Costs & Revenue

Flow Chart C

Patents and Technology Transfer Procedures (II.D, E)

Marketing and Licensing
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Flow Chart D
Patents and Technology Transfer Procedures (II.F, G)
Expenses and Revenue Sharing

Continued From Flow Chart C

Accounting & Finance Establishes Specific Sub-Accounts for Invention Revenue & Expenses

Receive and Record Gross Licensing Revenue and Make Deposits into Specific Invention Sub-Accounts

Record Equity Revenue (e.g., shares) and Transfer to Bursar’s Safe

Anually Assess and Report Equity Value to Accounting & Finance

Record Any Applicable Deductions for: Tech Transfer Agreements; Donor Share; Contractor Share

Calculate Net Revenue Shares to Inventor(s), Department(s), and Other Units, in Accordance with Patent Policy

Calculate Any Revenue for Distribution to Others

Provide Accounting & Finance with Distribution Requests of Revenues; Track Distributions

Upon License Expiration or Termination; Designate License Case File as Closed